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COLD OPEN

FADE IN:

EXT. GARAGE - DAY

RICK'S spaceship is crashed in the driveway with smoke coming 
off it. Rick lies next to it, groaning. MORTY comes running 
out.

RICK
Unnnngghghhnnn.

MORTY
Oh jeez, Rick! Are you OK?

RICK
Help me up Morty. Get me inside, 
quick.

INT. GARAGE - DAY

Morty drags Rick, dead weight, to his workbench and props him 
up against it.

MORTY
What happened Rick?

RICK
Not now Morty, we don't have time. 
I need you to get me something. 
That box up there, on the top 
shelf.

MORTY
Sure thing. Uh, what is it?

Morty grabs a foot ladder and reaches up to get the box. 
Inside is a random assortment of tools and electrical stuff.

MORTY 
It's just a bunch of tools and junk 
Rick.

RICK
Not that. Behind the box there's a 
button. Hit that button Morty.

Morty pushes the button, and the workbench opens up. A purple 
light pours out and smooth jazz starts playing. From inside 
the workbench, a fully-stocked mini bar rises up.
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MORTY
Uh, Rick?

RICK
That bottle on the right. Hand it 
to me!

Morty grabs the bottle and hands it to Rick. Rick uncorks it 
and drains the entire thing before collapsing back against 
the workbench.

RICK 
Oh yeah. Wheeeew! That's the stuff.

MORTY
What the hell's going on Rick?

RICK
Oh man. I really did it this time 
Morty. I mean, I've had some 
benders, but jeez. That was one for 
the books.

MORTY
You're just hungover? I thought you 
were dying!

RICK
Just hungover? Morty, look, I don't 
expect you to understand this, but 
what I ingested over the past 
seventy-two hours would have killed 
Keith Richards about five hours in. 
As it stands, I've probably got 
about twelve hours, give or take.

MORTY
Twelve hours to live!?

RICK
No, idiot! Twelve hours to get a 
new liver.

Rick gets up and walks over to the minibar. He pulls out his 
flask and refills it from one of the bottles.

MORTY
Ah jeez Rick. I think you kind of 
have to be on a waiting list or 
something for those.

RICK
Not a human liver Morty! Those 
things are garbage.
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You might as well use a 
(buuuurrrrp) Brita filter.

Rick walks over to the spaceship and yanks open the door.

RICK 
I'm going to need something with a 
little more staying power. Get in.

END COLD OPEN
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ACT ONE

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

SUMMER is sitting on the sofa, texting on her phone. We hear 
a reality show on the TV in the background.

SHEENA (O.S.)
I really like Brad, because he's so 
sweet you know? But then Jamie has 
that x-factor, and Kyle is such a 
bad boy. I just don't know.

ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
(wrestling style)

Who will Sheena marry, who will she 
fuck, and who will she KILL? Up 
next, on The Bachelorette, EXTREME 
EDITION!

Jerry enters and sits down.

JERRY
Hey honey, how's it going?

Summer doesn't look up from her phone.

SUMMER
Huh?

Jerry turns off the TV.

SUMMER 
Hey! I was watching that!

JERRY
Well, I would like to spend some 
quality time with my daughter.

SUMMER
Ugh, gross.

JERRY
It's just that, when your mom and I 
were separated it felt like I grew 
apart from you kids. Especially 
you, so...

SUMMER
That's OK dad. I forgive you.

Summer reaches for the remote. Jerry grabs it away.
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JERRY
Uh uh uh, not so fast. What I was 
trying to say is: that's why I've 
signed us up for the River Valley 
Ranch father daughter bonding 
weekend!

SUMMER
Dad, no offense, but I would rather 
literally die.

JERRY
C'mon, it'll be fun.

Jerry pulls out a brochure from his back pocket.

JERRY 
Look, they have all kinds of fun 
activities. River rafting, cooking 
classes... ooh! Camp fire 
singalongs and s'mores!

SUMMER
Moooom! Dad's being weird.

Summer gets up and walks out of the room. Jerry gets up and 
follows her.

INT. KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

BETH is sitting at the counter with a glass of wine reading a 
book. She doesn't look up as Summer and Jerry enter.

BETH
Summer, your dad's really excited 
about this trip. It's important to 
him, so you're going.

Summer lets out a high-pitched squeal.

SUMMER
This is so unfair! Why does Morty 
get to run around with grandpa Rick 
while I get stuck with dad?

JERRY
Ha!

BETH
Jerry!
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JERRY
I mean, yay! I'll go pack up the 
car.

INT. RICK'S SPACESHIP - SPACE

Rick and Morty sit next to each other. Rick is wearing 
sunglasses.

RICK
Listen, Morty. There's something 
you've gotta know about where I get 
my livers.

MORTY
Livers?

RICK
Yes Morty, livers, plural. You 
don't live a lifestyle like mine 
without a few casualties.

Rick takes a swig from his flask.

MORTY
Uh, should you be doing that right 
now Rick?

RICK
Do you know what would happen to me 
if I just stopped drinking Morty? 
I've got (buuuurp) forty years of 
hangovers to atone for if this bus 
goes below thirty miles per hour. )

Rick takes another swig.

MORTY
Can't you just invent some kind of, 
uh, detoxer thing for yourself?

RICK
Detoxer Morty? That's not a real 
word. But even if it was, I'd be 
doing it like twice a week. This is 
waaaay easier. Every few years I 
just swing by the planet Junab and 
get myself a new one. The 
Junabiyans have the strongest 
livers in the universe Morty. Their 
diet consists mainly of ammonia and 
pure methanol.
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MORTY
So you have an alien liver?

RICK
Alien? Woooow, Morty. That's a 
pretty ugly word coming from 
someone who should know better. 
Everybody's an alien to somebody. 
Maybe take down some of those walls 
once in a while.

EXT. RICK'S SPACESHIP - SPACE

Rick's spaceship zooms into the distance towards a brightly-
colored planet, lurching slightly and still smoking.

INT. JERRY'S CAR - DAY

Summer and Jerry sit next to each other in silence. Jerry is 
driving. Summer is texting.

JERRY
Here we are! River Valley Ranch! I 
can smell the bonding moments 
already.

EXT. RANCH - DAY

The car pulls up a dirt road under a Western-style sign that 
reads "River Valley Ranch - Where Families Find Each Other"

INT. JERRY'S CAR - DAY

Summer looks up at Jerry.

SUMMER
That's horse shit dad.

JERRY
OK, look here young lady. We're 
here now, and you'll have a much 
better time if you strap on a 
positive attitude.

SUMMER
No, dad.

Summer points out the window.
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EXT. RANCH - DAY

A herd of horses stands in a field. One of the horses lifts 
it's tail and takes a shit. The car drives on up the dirt 
road.

EXT. CAMPGROUND - DAY

Jerry unpacks the car. Summer leans against it, on her phone. 
CRAIG, a smiling camp counselor, comes walking up.

CRAIG
Hey there! Welcome to River Valley 
Ranch! My name's Craig. I'll be one 
of your fun-stigators this weekend!

JERRY
Nice to meet you Craig. I'm Jerry 
Smith and this is my daughter, 
Summer. We'll be your enjoyees this 
weekend!

Summer rolls her eyes and pulls out her phone. 

CRAIG
Well it's just fantastic to meet 
you both! So ranchers, are we ready 
for some serious bonding time?

Jerry pulls Summer toward him in a half hug.

JERRY
We sure are!

SUMMER
Sure.

CRAIG
Great! Then let's get you two moved 
in.

Craig grabs one of their packs and walks off towards the 
cabins. 

Summer follows him, still focused on her phone. 

Jerry struggles to carry the remaining luggage.

JERRY
Honey, could you-

Summer doesn't turn around. 
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SUMMER
What? I can't hear you! 

Jerry sighs and shoulders the remaining bags.

EXT. BARN - JUNAB - DAY

Rick's spaceship comes in to land behind a futuristic barn-
looking building on the outskirts of a large town surrounded 
by fields. At the center of the town is a tall palace 
building. 

Rick and Morty get out.

MORTY
Uh, Rick? Why are we parking behind 
this barn?

RICK
The Junabiyans aren't exactly cool 
with our... arrangement.

MORTY
Arrangement? I thought we were here 
to get you a liver transplant.

RICK
We are Morty. It's just that... 
Junabiyan physiology is very 
complicated. There are only a few 
perfect matches for me on the 
planet at any given time, and one 
of them lives in this town.

MORTY
So what, Rick?

RICK
Jeez, Morty. Do you really need me 
to spell this out for you? He lives 
in this town.

MORTY
Holy shit Rick! That's.. That's 
murder! You can't just go around 
harvesting people's organs!

RICK
Sssshhh! Keep it down Morty. It's 
OK, that's the beauty of it. The 
Junabiyan's are terrible people. 
Look.
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Rick drags Morty to the edge of the barn and points to the 
fields. 

We punch in on lines of meek, sickly beings working them. 
Bigger, healthy-looking beings are whipping them with 
electric whips.

RICK 
The Junabiyans are slave owners 
Morty! If anything, I'm doing the 
universe a favor.

MORTY
It kinda seems more like you're 
doing yourself a favor Rick.

RICK
At the very least it's a win-win.

END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. FIELDS - JUNAB - DAY

Rick and Morty sneak along the edge of a field filled with 
tall crops. 

In the background we hear a group of people humming as they 
work (think slavery spiritual), occasionally interrupted by 
the crack of an electric whip.

MORTY
Oh man. Those people sound really 
sad Rick. I think we should try to 
help them.

RICK
Morty, these people are descended 
from thousands of generations of 
slaves. They have no concept of 
freedom. At this point, it'd be 
like releasing a French bulldog 
into the wild. They wouldn't stand 
a chance.

MORTY
I'm still not so sure how I feel 
about this Rick. I mean, just 
because someone else is bad, does 
that mean you can do bad stuff to 
them?

RICK
Good. Bad. Those are just 
constructs Morty. Indulgent thought 
experiments for people with too 
much time on their hands. Not 
everything's black or white.

MORTY
Seriously?

RICK
Okay, bad example, but you get the 
idea. I'm talking about survival 
here! Life or death. Do you want me 
to die Morty?

MORTY
Well, no, but it just seems like...
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RICK
Good. Then shut up and boost me up 
into this tree.

They come to a tree. 

Morty bends over and Rick stands on his back to get up to the 
first set of branches. He pulls out a futuristic scanner and 
scans the city.

MORTY
What are you looking for?

RICK
Ssshh!

RICK'S POV

We zoom in on the city, with a scanning line running up and 
down revealing all the bodies in the town, and strange 
symbols around the periphery.

The view swings back and forth, until one of the bodies at 
the top of the palace-like building in the center of town 
flashes green.

RICK (O.S.)
(whispered)

Got you.

EXT. FIELDS - JUNAB - DAY

Rick jumps down from the tree and dusts himself off, facing 
away from Morty.

RICK
I found him.

MORTY (O.S.)
Uh, Rick?

RICK
What Morty?

Rick turns around. 

We pan to Morty facing away from us with his hands in the 
air. Two Junabiyan slavers are standing in front of him with 
blasters trained on him.

SLAVER 1
Not a fucking muscle.
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RICK
Ah shit.

Rick tucks something into his belt behind his back and raises 
his hands.

EXT. LAKE SHORE - DAY

A group of dads and daughters stands around on the shore near 
a jetty. There's a solid mix of happy looking pairs and 
obviously unhappy ones. 

Craig is standing in front of the group on the jetty wearing 
a life vest and helmet.

CRAIG
Okay! Welcome dads and daughters to 
the River Valley Ranch father 
daughter bonding weekend!

About half the group cheers enthusiastically.

CRAIG 
Now, we here at River Valley like 
to start everyone off with a fun 
little relay race to get everybody 
into the ranch spirit! Daughters, 
you're going to get through that 
obstacle course right there to get 
your team's color coded ball. Then 
dads, you're going to take the 
ball, row it over to the island in 
the middle of the lake, and 
exchange it for your totem animals! 
Alright, everyone grab a helmet and 
jacket!

JERRY
Okay! I think we've got this one in 
the bag. Team Smith on three!

Jerry puts his hand in for a huddle moment. Summer gives him 
a withering look.

SUMMER
Dad, I'm here. Don't push it.

Summer puts on a life jacket and helmet and walks away toward 
the jetty.
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EXT. JETTY - DAY

Summer is lined up next to a bunch of other girls at the 
start of the obstacle course. Behind them is a crowd of 
cheering dads. 

Summer looks over to see AMBER staring her down. She shrugs 
and looks forward.

CRAIG
Okay ladies! On my whistle. Three! 
Two! One!

Craig blows his whistle and the girls take off. 

Most of the girls quickly fall off or get stuck. 

Summer isn't really trying, but she ends up being one of two 
leading the pack, with Amber just ahead of her. 

They make it back to the dads and hand off their balls.

Amber's dad, HANK, takes off at a sprint, leaps into his 
canoe, and paddles off at a quick pace.

JERRY
Great job Summer! What did I say? 
Team Smith!

SUMMER
Dad!

JERRY
Okay, okay. I'm going.

Jerry jogs over to his canoe and gingerly steps down into it, 
wobbling around a bunch. Eventually he settles down and 
paddles slowly away from the jetty.

Summer buries her head in her hand and takes out her phone. 
After a few moments Amber walks over and addresses Summer in 
a gravelly whisper.

AMBER
You haven't got a chance.

SUMMER
Excuse me?

AMBER
You heard me.

Amber turns back to the lake, where Hank is nearly at the 
island, followed by a few of the other dads. 
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Jerry is nowhere to be seen. 

Amber jumps up and down like a cheerleader, her voice going 
up an octave.

AMBER 
Yay! You got it dad!

Summer shoots her a sideways look and rolls her eyes.

INT. MESS HALL - DAY

All the fathers and daughters sit at long tables eating and 
talking. Summer and Jerry are near the end of a table. 

At the other end, a small group of dads are clustered around 
Hank and Amber proudly showing off their bald eagle totem.

JERRY
I'm sorry honey. I don't know what 
happened back there. One minute I 
was headed straight for the island, 
and the next I was all caught up in 
those darned reeds! Still though, 
this little guy's pretty cute, 
right?

Jerry inspects their totem, a hunched-over turtle figure, 
with a weak smile on his face.

SUMMER
Dad, I don't care. These totems are 
dumb. Like what, am I supposed to 
identify with this turtle on some 
spiritual level? It's all just 
gross appropriation of Native 
American culture to make dumb white 
people feel like they're having a 
meaningful experience.

JERRY
Look, he's got a little walking 
stick.

SUMMER
Yeah dad, because he's weak. He's a 
weak turtle. 

INT. PRISON CELL - JUNAB - DAY

A guard tosses Rick and Morty, handcuffed, into the cell and 
slams the door shut. 
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A laser grid auto-activates, covering the whole door.

MORTY
Ah jeez, Rick. This is pretty bad 
huh?

RICK
Don't sweat it dog. We just got a 
free ride right into the center of 
town.

MORTY
But they took your portal gun. How 
are we supposed to get out of here?

Rick reaches into the back of his pants and roots around for 
a bit before pulling out a small capsule.

RICK
Here,take this. It'll turn you into 
a liquid for exactly a minute. That 
should be long enough for you to 
get through the door and find the 
keys to get me out.

MORTY
Where did that pill come from Rick?

RICK
We don't have time for that Morty! 
Just take the pill.

MORTY
Why can't you take it Rick?

RICK
In my condition it would kill me. 
You're young and healthy. You'll be 
fine. I saw the keys on the guard's 
desk. Just wait for him to go on 
patrol and snag them.

MORTY
Okay.

Morty sighs and bends down to eat the capsule. As soon as he 
swallows, his entire body melts into a puddle on the floor.

RICK
OK, now just slide under the door 
and go get those keys.

Liquid Morty sloshes around a little, looking disoriented, 
and then slides away under the door.
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INT. GUARD'S OFFICE - JUNAB - CONTINUOUS

The office is empty. Liquid Morty slides under the door and 
up the leg of the desk. He tries to move the keys, but just 
sloshes around them.

We hear the sound of the door handle. Morty quickly sloshes 
himself into a nearby glass.

The guard sits down at the desk and picks up an alien porn 
magazine with a bizarre naked creature on the cover. 

We punch in on the glass. The surface of Liquid Morty is 
quivering.

We punch in on a clock on the wall, filled with alien 
symbols. The hands tick steadily.

The guard notices the glass. He gives it a quizzical look, 
shrugs, drinks the whole thing, and burps loudly.

We punch in on the clock again. All we can hear is the 
ticking of the hands.

We pull back out and see the guard sitting there. His stomach 
rumbles, and he explodes, covering the room in viscera. 

Morty is standing on the chair, swiveling slightly, at the 
center of what was recently the guard.

MORTY
Aaaaaaaahhhh!!! Aaaaaaahhhh!!!

INT. PRISON CELL - JUNAB - DAY

The lasers deactivate and the door swings open. Morty stands 
in the doorway, holding the portal gun and shaking. A chunk 
of guard slides off him and falls to the floor.

RICK
Jesus, Morty. What the fuck 
happened to you?

MORTY
He... he drank me.

Rick winces.

RICK
Oof. Wow, I gotta tell you, I did 
not see that coming. I mean, what 
are the chances, am I right? I 
wouldn't worry about it too much.
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Just ignore any urine related 
sexual urges for a little while. 
You should be fine. Unless you're 
into that. Then, you know, no 
judgement. 

Rick takes off his lab coat and puts it around Morty, walking 
out the door.

INT. PRISON HALLWAY - JUNAB - DAY

Rick sneaks down the hallway ahead of Morty.

MORTY
Can't we just use the portal gun to 
get to this guy?

RICK
It's too dangerous. The Junabiyans 
have some seriously high tech 
security Morty. They might look 
like galactic yokels, but their 
civilization is pretty advanced. I 
mean I'm not advocating for it, but 
that's what several thousand years 
of unchecked slavery will get you.

Rick grabs two blasters off a rack by the guard's office, 
tucking one into his lab coat.

INT. PALACE KITCHENS - JUNAB - NIGHT

Rick and Morty walk through a busy kitchen, filled with the 
same slave beings as the fields earlier.

MORTY
Uh Rick, shouldn't we be hiding or 
something?

RICK
As long as we stay in the slave 
quarters we won't run into any 
Junabiyans. Their not too big on 
mixing with the help.

MORTY
But what about them?

Morty gestures around at the slaves, none of whom are paying 
them any attention.
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RICK
As long as we're not carrying 
whips, we may as well not exist to 
them. Watch.

Rick walks over to one of the slaves and waves his hand in 
front of its face. It doesn't react and carries on washing 
dishes.

RICK 
Now we just need to figure out how 
to get to the top floor of this 
place.

Rick walks along the outer edge of the kitchen, banging on 
random pipes and occasionally looking up through the scanner.

Morty stands near a line of slaves cutting up food. A voice, 
GLORBOX, comes from a nearby vent.

GLORBOX
Pssst. Psssst!

Morty looks around, confused.

MORTY
Hello?

GLORBOX
Ssshhh. Don't look over. You need 
to get to the top floor?

MORTY
Uh, yes.

GLORBOX
I can make this happen. Meet in the 
freezer in 2 minutes.

Morty is still looking around, confused.

MORTY
Okay. Uh, thanks.

GLORBOX
Shhh.

INT. FREEZER - JUNAB - NIGHT

Rick and Morty stand in the freezer, shivering.
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RICK
I swear to god Morty, if this is 
some kind of trap I'm leaving you 
behind when I portal out of here.

MORTY
It's not! He sounded sincere.

RICK
Ooooh, he sounded sincere. Well in 
that case...

The door opens and Glorbox slips in.

MORTY
I told you he was coming.

GLORBOX
Hello. My name is Glorbox. You are 
here to kill the masters?

MORTY
Umm, sort of. We're actually 
here...

Rick cuts Morty off.

RICK
Yes, absolutely! We're here to 
bring this whoooole thing to the 
ground.

Morty shoots Rick a confused look.

GLORBOX
Good. Then our paths are aligned. 
Not all of us are blind to the 
masters' cruelty. Some of us have a 
dream to attain masterlessness.

MORTY
You mean freedom?

Glorbox looks confused.

GLORBOX
What is this word, freedom?

RICK
Look, Glorbox, I hate to interrupt 
but we're on a pretty tight 
timeline here.
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GLORBOX
Certainly, we must not delay. Come 
with me.

Glorbox opens the door and gestures to a hovering food cart 
with a tablecloth on it.

RICK
The food cart bit, really?

MORTY
(exasperated)

Just get in Rick.

EXT. ROCK WALL (BOTTOM) - DAY

All the dads and daughters are gathered around EVAN, a 
handsome young camp instructor. They're all wearing climbing 
harnesses and helmets.

EVAN
(addressing crowd)

Hey everyone! My name is Counselor 
Evan. How's everybody doing today?

A smattering of cheers comes from the crowd. Jerry is 
fidgeting around with his crotch.

JERRY
(whispered to Summer)

I'd be doing a lot better if I 
could get this darn harness 
loosened up a little.

SUMMER
Dad! Sssshhh! Counselor Evan is 
talking.

EVAN
(addressing crowd)

Okay! So, is everybody ready to do 
some rock climbing?

A few more cheers.

SUMMER
Wooo!

JERRY
There you go honey! Get into the 
spirit of it.
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SUMMER
Dad! Ssshh!

EVAN
Alright, that's what I like to 
hear. Dads, you're belaying. 
Daughters, you're climbing. First 
to the top gets double s'mores 
tonight! Let's go!

EXT. ROCK WALL (FACE) - DAY

Most of the girls are about halfway up the wall. Amber is 
near the top, with Summer just behind her.

HANK
Come on Amber! Make that wall your 
bitch!

JERRY
Yeah! Go Summer! You're doing 
great!

Amber reaches the top and rings her bell. As she rappels down 
she gives Summer a wink. Summer grunts in frustration and 
pushes to the top.

EXT. ROCK WALL (BOTTOM) - MOMENTS LATER

Summer arrives back on the ground and Jerry runs over to hug 
her.

JERRY
That was great honey! You were 
amazing! No double s'mores, but 
still, amazing!

Summer looks over Jerry's shoulder as he embraces her. We 
punch in on Amber flirting with Evan. We hear their 
conversation.

EVAN
You have some serious skills! Do 
you climb for real?

AMBER
Oh my god, stop! No. I guess I'm 
just a natural.

Amber turns and gives Summer another wink.
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SUMMER
(under her breath)

Oh bitch, it is on.

END ACT TWO

ACT THREE

INT. PALACE TUNNELS - JUNAB - NIGHT

Glorbox leads Morty and Rick along an abandoned-looking, 
winding tunnel with lots of doors leading off it.

GLORBOX
Many years ago these tunnels were 
used by slaves to move about the 
palace, but they were closed due to 
a toxic gas leak. Now we who resist 
use them to meet in secret.

MORTY
Toxic gas? Is it safe?

GLORBOX
Oh yes, it's perfectly safe now.

Rick takes out a scientific device and takes some readings.

GLORBOX 
A new tunnel was built, so this one 
was abandoned.

Rick frowns and puts the device away.

RICK
So, Glorbox. I hate to be that guy, 
but it doesn't seem like we're 
headed up at all. You sure this 
tunnel can get us to the top floor?

GLORBOX
Oh yes, but first you must meet the 
others. They will wish to assist 
you.

Morty shoots a glance at Rick, but he doesn't react.

INT. CHAMBER - JUNAB - CONTINUOUS

They round a corner and enter a small chamber with multiple 
tunnels leading off it, and an elevator in one wall.
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In a pool of light at the center of the chamber, arranged in 
a circle, are several mummified corpses of slaves, propped up 
on crates and chairs.

Rick and Morty both shoot sideways looks at each other.

GLORBOX
Brothers! I bring outsiders who 
have come to aid our cause!

Glorbox turns back to Morty and Rick and gestures for them to 
enter the circle.

GLORBOX 
Please, come. They are excited to 
meet you!

MORTY
Uh, hello. Nice to meet you.

Morty steps forward and shakes one of the hands of the 
corpses, which detaches and falls to the ground. Glorbox 
screams and lunges forward to try and reattach it.

RICK
Morty, what are you doing?

MORTY
I'm just being polite.

RICK
Polite? These are fucking corpses. 
We've got to get out of here. This 
whole tunnel is still filled with 
traces of vespene gas. This guy's 
lost his mind from it.

Glorbox stops wailing and stands up, pleading.

GLORBOX
No, brothers! Our cause is alive 
and well. Stay and fight!

Rick pulls the portal gun out and points it at Glorbox's 
head. Glorbox puts his hands in the air.

RICK
Look man, I get it. In the same 
situation, I'd probably have my own 
little army of dead friends 
fighting the good fight, but I 
don't have time for this. Does that 
elevator need a key?
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INT. ELEVATOR - JUNAB - MOMENTS LATER

Rick and Morty stand in the elevator. Rick is whistling a 
tune.

MORTY
What the hell rick? I thought you 
said the slaves had no concept of 
freedom? What the fuck was that?

RICK
Look, Morty. What do you want from 
me? The guy's been sucking in 
vespene gas for years. He's nuts.

MORTY
So he's nuts because he wants 
freedom?

RICK
Freedom's pretty overrated Morty. 
Have you seen what most people do 
with it? They end up curled up on 
the couch with crippling anxiety, 
binge-watching cartoons that 
justify their inaction with vapid 
nihilism. None of us have real 
freedom. Everyone's unhappy. At 
least these guys have a reason.

MORTY
Jesus Rick. I'm pretty sure that's 
racist, or something.

Rick sighs.

RICK
Look, Morty, I'm not saying what's 
happening to these people is fair 
or right. All I'm saying is, 
freedom doesn't come with 
guaranteed happiness. Look at 
Glorbox back there. Maybe these 
people are better off as mindless 
drones.

MORTY
Sure, maybe most people end up 
unhappy and wasting their lives, 
but shouldn't they at least get to 
know that they did it to 
themselves?
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RICK
I don't know, should they?

At that moment the door to the elevator opens.

INT. TOP FLOOR TUNNEL - JUNAB - CONTINUOUS

Rick and Morty step out of the elevator into a similar tunnel 
as the ones below, except this one has only one door leading 
off it.

Rick pulls out his scanner and scans the walls on either side 
of the door.

RICK
Alright, this shouldn't take long. 
In and out.

MORTY
I don't know Rick. This still feels 
wrong.

RICK
Jesus. Which is it Morty? Are these 
people evil slavers who deserve to 
die, or precious lives that should 
be cherished?

MORTY
It's not that simple.

RICK
I'm dying Morty, and the piece of 
shit behind those doors has the 
liver I need to keep me alive. Is 
that simple enough for you? Or 
shall we vote on it to give you the 
illusion of your precious freedom? 

Morty looks defeated.

MORTY
Sure Rick.

Rick kicks open the door.

INT. ROYAL CHAMBERS - JUNAB - CONTINUOUS

A hidden door with a portrait of a Junabiyan royal hanging 
over it explodes outwards into the opulent room. 
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KING SUTHEP, startled, jumps up from his couch and reaches 
for a communicator on the table in front of him.

KING SUTHEP
Guar-

Before the word can leave his lips, Rick blasts the 
communicator out of his hands. 

King Suthep looks up at him, and a look of recognition 
spreads across his face.

KING SUTHEP 
You! I can..

Rick presses a button on his blaster and King Suthep is 
silenced, encapsulated in a floating force field. He tosses a 
blaster to Morty.

RICK
Morty, watch the door.

Morty pauses for a beat, frowns, and slips outside into the 
hall. 

Rick watches him leave, and then turns his attention to the 
king. He deactivates the force field and the king falls to 
the floor. He keeps his blaster trained on him.

KING SUTHEP
Please! I have it all here! You can 
take all of it!

The king fumbles for a key hanging around his neck and tosses 
it to Rick.

RICK
We had a deal.

KING SUTHEP
It's not my fault! It was him! He 
said that if we kept working with 
you he would destroy all our supply 
lines!

RICK
Him?

KING SUTHEP
I can't say.

Rick shrugs.
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RICK
Suit yourself.

KING SUTHEP
No! PLEASE!

INT. ROYAL CHAMBER HALLWAY - JUNAB - CONTINUOUS

Morty stands outside the door to the royal chambers, his gun 
pointed at the elevator at the end of the hallway. There is 
no sign of movement.

A scream comes from inside the chambers. Morty hesitates, 
then turns around and cracks the door quietly.

MORTY'S POV

Rick is standing over the king, who is lying on the ground, 
wounded. 

In his hand is a needle filled with bright, glowing serum. He 
lifts his shirt and injects himself in the midriff, gun still 
pointed at the king.

RICK
Aaahh, that's better. Now, who told 
you it was a good idea to break our 
deal?

KING SUTHEP
You don't understand! He's 
dangerous!

Rick steps closer and points the blaster at the king's head.

RICK
More dangerous than the guy with a 
gun pointed at your head? Seems 
like a strange way to classify 
threats.

Rick pulls the trigger and the king slumps to the ground, 
dead.

INT. ROYAL CHAMBER HALLWAY - JUNAB

Morty stands with his back against the chamber door, 
breathing heavily.

RICK (O.S.)
Morty! Time to go!
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INT. ROYAL CHAMBERS - JUNAB - CONTINUOUS

Morty comes back into the room. 

The king's body is where he saw Rick shoot him, but now it 
has a large open wound in the torso and a pool of blood 
around him. 

Rick is carrying a cooler slung over his shoulder.

MORTY
Did you get it Rick?

RICK
Yep.

Rick pats the cooler. Morty's brow furrows.

RICK 
Now let's get back to the ship 
before this place is swarming with 
guards.

EXT. CAMPGROUND - DAY

Summer and Jerry are at the front of the group of dads and 
daughters. They are in a grassy part of the campground. 

Evan is near the edge of the group and Amber is flirting with 
him again. 

Summer is staring at them, scowling. 

Jerry looks unhappy too.

JERRY
I hope this one's a good activity. 
It's our last one.

SUMMER
(distracted)

Yeah, sure.

JERRY
I'm just so sick of that stupid 
Hank and his daughter winning 
everything! They walk around like 
they own the place.

Summer snaps out of it and turns her attention to Jerry.

SUMMER
What did you say?
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Jerry hangs his head a little.

JERRY
I know, it's dumb. I just really 
want to beat that asshole Hank and 
his daughter. He thinks he's soooo 
cool.

SUMMER
Yes! They're the worst!

Jerry's expression shifts, a grin on his face.

JERRY
Yeah!

Craig approaches the group with a sack in his hand.

CRAIG
Alright campers! Time for our final 
activity.

A smattering of boos comes from the crowd.

CRAIG 
I know! I know! It's always a 
bummer, but all good things must 
come to an end. And don't worry, we 
saved you a doozy for last.

Craig reaches into the sack and pulls out a beanbag.

CRAIG 
Who's ready for doubles hacky sack!

We punch in on Jerry's face. His eyes are wide.

BEGIN FLASHBACK:

EXT. COLLEGE QUAD - DAY

A much younger Jerry with dreadlocks and a tie-dye t-shirt is 
in the middle of a small group of hippy college students. All 
of them are gawky white men. He is skillfully keeping a hacky 
sack in the air.

HIPPY GROUP
Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!

END FLASHBACK.
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EXT. CAMPROUND - DAY

Jerry is in a reverie, his eyes glazed over. 

The other fathers and daughters are getting their hacky sacks 
and pairing off.

SUMMER
Dad!

Jerry snaps back to reality and turns to Summer with a 
confident look on his face.

JERRY
Let's do this.

EXT. HACKY SACK CIRCLE - DAY

Jerry and Summer play hacky sack in the center of a circle of 
other fathers and daughters. The only other pair left playing 
is Hank and Amber. They all have intense looks of 
determination on their faces, sweat dripping off them.

Craig glances at his stopwatch.

CRAIG
Wow, this must be some sort of 
record! Remember guys, it's just a 
fun game of sack.

AMBER
Shut up Craig!

CRAIG
Okay! Sounds like it's really 
heating up out there.

Craig shrinks back into the circle.

SUMMER
(to Jerry)

Dad. I have a plan. Follow my lead.

Summer edges closer to Evan at the edge of the circle. Jerry 
follows, keeping the sack in the air.

SUMMER 
Hey Evan! How's it going?

EVAN
Oh, uh. Hey Summer. Those are some 
sick hacky skills you've got.
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Amber glances over at them. Her lips narrow and her scowl 
intensifies.

SUMMER
Oh my god! Thank you so much!

Summer edges close to Evan so that she's basically standing 
on his feet.

SUMMER 
Do you want a closer look?

HANK
Amber!

Amber turns just in time to see the hacky sack fly past her. 
She shrieks and dives for it but ends up in the dirt along 
with the sack. 

Summer stands over her, leaning in.

SUMMER
Yes! Ha! In your face biiiaaatch!

Jerry walks up to Hank with his hand out. Hank extends his.

HANK
Good game there Jerry.

Jerry yanks his hand away as Hank goes to shake it.

JERRY
Suck it Hank! Here's what I think 
of your dumb eagle totem!

Jerry turns around and does a little dance, making fart 
noises, and then pulls out his balls and teabags the totem. 

INT. JERRY'S CAR - DAY

Summer and Jerry are sitting in the front seats. Jerry's 
driving.

JERRY
Pffft. Banned for life. As if we 
were ever coming back to their dumb 
camp anyway. What a rip off!

SUMMER
Yeah. What a bunch of lame losers.

Jerry looks over at Summer, beaming.
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JERRY
I love you honey.

Summer smiles and leans over to hug him.

SUMMER
I love you too dad.

EXT. RICK'S SPACESHIP - SPACE

Ricks ship flies through space, swerving around slightly.

INT. RICK'S SPACESHIP - SPACE

Morty sits in the passenger seat, ashen faced, staring 
straight ahead. Rick takes a big swig from his flask and 
burps loudly. Rick is obviously drunk.

RICK
Woooooh! That was a close one. 
Another classic Rick and Morty 
adventure! This, this, this one's 
going in the books Morty. One for 
the books! Gonna write it right 
down there.

Rick tousles Morty's hair.

RICK 
It aaaalll works out in the end. 
Classic, happy ending, Rick and 
Morty adventure. 

(Buuuurp!)

FADE OUT.

THE END


